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Good evening, everyone, a bit of a mixed week this week as I got a little side tracked having
been asked to put together a video for a very good cause aimed at promoting a non-profit
organisation Jacqui works for looking after vulnerable children.
True to form, a 7 minute video took around 20 hours to film, create graphics, edit and finalise – many of you will nod your heads and know this is actually quite conservative in many
cases.
Anyway, I did manage to have an initial play today with the Hollyland Lark M1 wireless mic
system and for the price, I have to say it is remarkable. I also managed to put together an
overview of accessories for the very clever DJI Pocket 2.

Contact Us

In editorial stories, and I value your opinions in the comments section on the website, I have
asked whether short films involving the subject of LGBTQI has overtaken the Zombie / Slasher
genres, and also cover the ins and outs of videoing in public – what you can do and what
you can’t.
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Until next week, take care, keep safe and well, and thanks for supporting us.
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Oh – and don’t forget to enter our competition for the chance to win a Miller Aero 75 tripod
worth over $1000! The details are inside.
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EDITORIAL
News From Around The Industry

Sony FX6 cameras help make The

ATEM SDI Live Production Switchers

Each edition I publish stories and links
to stuff that has crossed my desk over
the preceding period I think may be
of interest to you. Sometimes there is
lots, sometimes very little.

Bachelor more eligible

Blackmagic Design today announced a new family of extremely
portable ATEM SDI live production
switchers with professional 3G-SDI
connections. Designed for broadcasters who need both power and
portability, the new ATEM SDI family
is designed to be fast to set up and
easy to use. Even with their small size,
ATEM SDI switchers are surprisingly

The Bachelor is one of the world’s
most successful dating and relationship reality television series. Having
debuted in the USA in 2002 its suc-

If you have material you want the
wider world to know about, send it to
me via david@auscamonline.com

Major Firmware Update for Canon R3,

EDITORIAL

Videoing in Public. Can You?
business card, to which she did a
great Alan Bond / Paul Barry impersonation, and threatened to
call the local gendarmes.

Australian Videocamera” is obviously
not necessarily true and taking false
advantage.

Discretion being the better part or
Well, more than a few years as I valour, I retreated, but thought,
was road testing a Canon XL2 “Hey, I am going to check this out
camcorder which was tape based and see where I stand legally”.

at the skatepark In Queensland, it is
quite legal, but i that footage turned
up later in less than salubrious circumstances, I am culpable.

The local Mudgeeraba Police
Station was only about 5 minutes
down the road, so I dropped in
and spoke to the local Sergeant.

I went back the next day by the way
and made myself known to all and
sundry. Everyone without exception
was more than happy or me to get
my test footage. Many even wanted
copies if they could.

The current hoo-haa over a lady
who was filmed without her knowledge for a TikTok stunt reminds
me of a situation I went through
in Queensland a few years back.

(and just quietly was brilliant).

R5, R6

Canon Australia today announces firmware updates in response to
feedback and requests from users.
For the EOS R3, firmware v1.20 sets
new standards for high speed, while
the EOS R5 firmware v1.60 extends
recording times and the EOS R6 firmware v1.60 streamlines workflows.
See all the detaila here
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cess has resulted in international
franchises including The Bachelor
Australia which is hosted by Osher
Günsberg and is one of the most
viewed programmes on Network 10.
See the rest of the story here

powerful with standards converters
on all inputs, a built in Fairlight audio
mixer with 6 band parametric EQ,
compressor and limiter on all inputs,
internal DVEs, chroma keyers, professional transitions and more. AThe
complete story is here

I decided that a local skatepark was
a good place to get some footage,
and so on a Saturday afternoon, set
the camera up on a tripod and approached a few kids to see if they
would do some skateboard tricks for
me.

The long and short is that it is quite
legal to video anyone in a public
place at any time. Issues only arise
if you do something WITH the footMinutes later, a VERY angry parent
age that is illegal or use it comcame out of the blue, and she called
mercially without permission.
me every name under the sun, from
pervert to paedophile and every- For example, a video I have of
Peter Brock at Bathurst is fine for
thing in between.
me to show. But to caption it with
I remained calm, showed her my
“Peter Brock is an avid reader of

Likewise, if I used footage of the kids

There is a very good article from the
ABC that details more than I have
here, including talking to experts in
law at various unis around Australia.
You can read it here.
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Premium quality, 10-year lifespan
First Look: Pluto Trigger

THE LIGHTWEIGHT TRIPOD COMPANION
FOR SHOOTING VIDEOS AND PHOTOS

Genuine fluid head pan & tilt technology
Perfect for DSLR cameras up to 5 kg/11 lbs
Compact, lightweight and versatile

Solidly built for rugged outdoor shooting conditions
Proudly made in Australia from the creators of the fluid head

www.millertripods.com
twitter.com/millertripods

facebook.com/millertripods

AUDIO

Review: Hollyland Lark M1 Wireless Mic Kit
you? What might be missing?
The packaging idea of the Lark M1
is very similar to the DJI Mic – and
indeed, just about every pair of
wireless earbuds you can buy these
days. A container with a flip up lid
acts as both a carry case and a
charging station. The Lark M1 has a
USB-C slot on the base for this purpose. I do prefer the DJI version with
the USB slot on the front though.

When the Hollyland Lark M1
turned up the other day, I alluded that on first glance, it seemed
that it and the DJI Mic were very
similar beasts.
Now that I have had a bit of a play,
indeed they are, in what they do.
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Review: Hollyland Lark M1 Wireless Mic Kit
The mic is located on the front (a
piece of translucent blue tape is
over it initially and needs to be removed which caught me out initially) and you also get a custom fitted
noise reduction fluffy.
The receiver us not much bigger
than the mics and has a combination spring loaded clip / cold shoe
mount. Again controls are minimal.

With the Lark M1 you get two mics
and a single receiver, and these
are pre-paired at the factory, but if
the pairing is lost then they can be
re-paired if needed.

A pairing button also doubles up as
a volume up button and a mode
switch backs up as a volume down
button. There is a separate on/off
button, a 3.5mm interface port and
an LED indicator.

The mics have a simple spring-loadWhere they are drastically different
ed clip to attach to a collar or shirt
is in the price however, with the Lark
pocket for example, and controls
M1 at AUD$195 and the DJI Mic at
are minimal with an on/off switch
AUD$509.
and a multi-function button used to
So, with such a huge price differ- activate pairing and turn on or off
ential, what does the Lark M1 give noise cancelling.

The mode button is used to switch
the receiver between camera
mode and phone mode. In camera mode it can be set to either
stereo or mono. The mode button
is also used to change the gain on
the receiver. Out of the box, this is

set to medium but can
be switched
up or down
(high/low).
To
connect
the receiver to
the camera or
smartphone,
the
system
comes
with
all the appropriate cables
(3.5mm, USB-C
and Lightning).
If you are using a Sony, Canon
or Fujitsu camera, the manual
also gives you useful information on what settings on the
camera to use.

Specifications
The important specifications you
need to know (with the equivalent
DJI Mic figures in brackets) are:
• Transmission Range 200 metres
(250 metres)
• Weight: RX 17.5g (24.9) TX: 11.8g
(30g)
To see the rest of the story, click
here
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INTERVIEW

Win a Miller Air Solo 75 Tripod worth over A$1000
Key Features:

• Genuine fluid head pan & tilt technology
• Wide payload range up to 5 kilograms
• Selectable counterbalance
• Bubble level indicator
• Durable lightweight aluminium alloy construction
• 3 year warranty
Made in Australia
Build Material for Legs: Carbon Fibre | Alloy

Simply go to www.australian-videocamera.com and fill in the popup to enter!
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DJI Pocket 2 Accessories
Last issue I mentioned why the Pocket 2 camera from DJI was a better fit
for me in many of the things I do as
against the GoPro Hero 10.
That probably needs some expanding (for those that are interested),
so apart from the gimbal system
– which is THE major feature, allied with Active Track – what other
things appeal to me more?

Finally, a ¼” thread lets you attach
the Pocket 2 to a standard tripod
mount.
If there is one drawback, it is that …

This is like a Swiss Army Knife in a
sense with, as the name suggests, it
has a whole bunch of accessories in
one small unit. The least obvious, but
actually useful, is that it extends the
length of the Pocket 2 giving to me
at least, a better feel and flexibility
in handling. Second, as it contains
both Wi-fi and Bluetooth modules,
you can use it with Bluetooth headphones and wireless microphones.

Charging Case
… to put the Pocket
2 into the charging
case, you must remove the All-In-OneHandle. But the positives outweigh the
negatives really, as
with this, you can recharge your Pocket
2 while on the road.
In fact it will give you
an extra 4-hours of
charge.

Some of the accessories I have obtained over the years take the Pocket 2 from being what it is out of the
box – which is still damned good as
it is – to a regular little marvel. Something I would have expected perhaps to see on Star Trek or Dr Who
There is a built-in speaker so when
in the 70s.
you play back your footage, you
can hear the audio. Additionally
Do-It-All-Handle
The Charging Case
there is a 3.5mm audio port so you
also allows storage of a pair of miFirst and foremost is the All-In-Onecan plug standard headphones in
croSD cards, up to m4 ND filters and
Handle that I mentioned in the
too.
two smartphone adaptors (1for iPcomparison article.
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DJI Pocket 2 Accessories
hone and 1 for Android say) all in Mini Control Stick
a rugged case that protects the
Pockets 2 from damage. It has a
USB-C port so can be easily topped
in the car or from a power bank.

Phone Clip
The Pocket 2 is unique
in that with a smartphone adaptor, it can
connect directly to
your smartphone’s USBC or Lightning port. That
is, no cables needed.
But this can be a little
unwieldy.
If you have the Phone Clip, you
rest your phone inside this which
clamps it securely and gives you
much more stability. The Phone Clip
also gives you a ¼” tripod mount.
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DJI Pocket 2 Accessories
Wireless Microphone Transmitter,

Now this little gizmo has not one
but two party tricks. In conjunction
with the Do-It-All-Handle, you can
plug a standard microphone with a
3.5mm connection into it and transmit audio straight to the Pocket 2.
But it is also a wireless mic in its own
If you are not using the phone right too!
adaptor, this instead slides into that
Additionally, it can act as a remote
port and gives you direct physical
shutter release.
control over the camera’s gimbal
camera rotation / direction / tilt /
Wide Angle Lens
pan and zoom capability.
This is one item I don’t have but am
It also lets you switch between the
seriously thinking about.
various gimbal modes and is very
The DJI Pocket 2 Wide
responsive in operation.
Angle Lens increases the
equivalent focal length
to 15mm, upping the field
of view for the Pocket 2 to 110°.
It is simple to attach (it uses
magnetism) and will even
store in the Pocket 2 cover.

So is there anything else I’d add? filters/ but in short, they are used to
control light.
One of the most common images
you will see when you can be pretty sure an ND filter has been used is
a water shot – surf, waterfall, stream
over rocks etc – where you get that
beautiful blurry motion of the
water. An ND filter allows you
to keep the shutter open longer
but not let so much light in your
image is overexposed.
Yes. And I have them on order now.

ND Filters
I learnt of the usefulness of ND filters
some years back and now all of my
cameras and drones have a set –
except the Pocket 2!
So what does an ND filter do? For
that, I’ll point you to a tutorial I wrote
some back at https://filmvideoandvirtualreality.com/mini-tutorial-nd-

Tripod
A mini tripod is also a great
thing to keep in the camera
bag and many manufacturers
make great ones for use with the
Pocket 2. I use one from Manfrotto that came with my Sennheiser
MKE400 Mobile Connector Vlogging kit and the Phone clip works
brilliantly with it.

Conclusion
I find that in the camera / video
business, accessories are like lures
for fisherman. It’s easy to get caught
out and buy
stuff you’d like
but probably
never use. There
are many more things I
would like to have, but
what I have suggested
here covers just about
all bets.
The only thing I
haven’t covered is
an underwater housing (there is one available
but I doubt I’d use it) and a really
secure car mount.
To read the rest of the story, please
click here
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Question: Have LGBTQI films replaced Zombie /
Slasher genre as favourites to make?
I know I am going to get bashed dress ups, and the budding Maybe he’ll want them turned
over the ears about this, but I makeup people got to play with into a movie. Ask him. He does
am genuinely interested in the blood and gore as is their wont. thrillers and mystery novels too.
question. No, seriously I am.
Was it caused by the success of The
Blair Witch Project? I have no idea.
That’s something I have never seen,
and ‘horror does not particularly interest me as a genre quite frankly.

Anyway, the mood seems to have
changed a bit and I note that the horror / zombie / slasher genre doesn’t
seem to be in favour as much anymore, instead being replaced by
everyone wanting to make LGBTQI
films. Or ones about Drag Queens.

A few years back I noted that a
very large majority of the folk
who posted in the various Facebook Groups about their new “feature film” or short film (and usuProper science fiction that acally wanted cast and crew for nix)
tually involves science and not
were shooting a zombie or slasher
some superhero is more my thing.
So my question is simply, is it befilm.
And the word ‘Noir” was of- In this area I am at odds with my
ten thrown in the description to, more famous brother who is the sucI presume, make it sound arty. cessful author of a number of Australian horror books such as “Ghost
My point at the time was that it Beyond Earth”, “Places of Evil” and
seemed to me there was little im- “The Devil’s Numbers” along with a
agination in subject matter being series of “Tales of the Paranormal”.
thought out.
You can catch him (and them) here.
It was an easy route, involved

cause this is just the current flavour
of the month? I mean, “Priscilla”
was decades ago now.
Or is RuPaul the new inspiration, or perhaps even Courtney
Act
on
Aunty
ABC?
Or have I missed something entirely?
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